High Speed Signal Layout Course

Abstract

From the very beginnings of electronic design, circuits and systems have been divided into bodies of knowledge: RF (Radio Frequency) and non-RF such as power, analog and digital design. This was a fair practice because the signals on the PCB were low in frequency. But, as the frequency of the signals are now pushed into the hundreds of megahertz and gigahertz ranges, the line separating RF and non-RF no longer holds true. Without taking signal propagation from an RF perspective into consideration, it is very difficult to get HS (high speed) designs to work.

This course is designed to help the PCB designer understand the why, what and how of HS signal propagation by explaining signal propagation from an RF perspective. Typical problems in board layout are discussed and analyzed along with instructions on proper techniques to remedy said problems in order to facilitate the maximum success of signal propagation.
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